
AirFlex Composite Impeller - for superior performance 
without the engine blockage common to other blowers. 
This aerodynamic impeller delivers higher pressure with 
less distortion of the air cone - critical for effective PPV.

Turbo 2000 Shroud - increases air velocity by up to 30% 
and keeps the Tempest signature air cone intact for superior 
performance and efficiency.

Foot-Operated Tilt - the patented “Winning Step” mechanism
eliminates the need to bend behind the blower to adjust the tilt
angle. Features four back and one front tilt positions.

Flip-Up/Fold-Down Handle - quickly flips up or down with 
just one hand for unprecedented ease in transporting the unit 
to and from the ventilation site and adds no further dimension.

Off-Road Tires - Gas Power Blowers (except 16" size) 
feature 9"D air-filled tires that make the blower easy to 
roll over large-diameter hose, up stairs and over curbs.

Tempest Gas Power Blowers are designed to provide the best
value for fire and industrial applications. The direct-drive
design allows for a smaller package and a lighter weight unit.
Vibration problems that are common to most Gas Power
Blowers have been virtually eliminated due to the use of higher
quality, four-cycle gas engines, more precisely balanced and
engineered impellers and vibration absorbing, spring-loaded
rear “feet”.

Gas Power Blowers

Cat# Size HP Engine Dimensions CFM Wt. Price
AM118 16" 5.5 Honda 19"Wx193/4"Dx211/4"H 12,008 67 lbs. $1,846.95
AM120 18" 5.5 Honda 221/2"Wx21"Dx24"H 14,773 77 lbs. $2,205.95
AM122 21" 6.5 Honda 25"Wx21"Dx26"H 20,152 79 lbs. $2,294.95

More products like this
Hazmat (p244 - 262)

Station Supp. (p273 - 280)

The exhaust extension is the ideal solution for
reducing the amount of exhaust and CO 
introduced during PPV operations. The hose
is 2" x 10' and made of durable 
polyethylene that can withstand 
temperatures from -20˚C to +375˚C.
Two hoses can be combined for up to
20' of extension.

Make the Best Blower Even Better.

AS112 Exhaust Extension $203.95

Exhaust Extension
Attached to any 16" or larger blower,
this misting ring instantly creates a cool
mist envelope, lowering the overall 
temperature of the surrounding air.
Ideal for firefighter rehab. Can also
be used to knock down dust and other
suspected particles. Three nozzle sizes 
available with flow rates from 0.5 to 5.8
gph (1.1 gph standard).

AR280 Misting Ring $261.95

Misting Ring

Used by fire departments around the globe for more than fifty years, traditional
smoke ejectors have proven to be the most versatile tool for smoke ventilation.
Tempest smoke ejectors have all the standard features including the AirFlex
Composite Impeller and other designs to provide years of dependable service,
with a durable steel housing, rigid frame and optional duct adapter that easily
attaches to a blower’s inlet or outlet. 18.75"Wx14.25"D x19.5"H.

Smoke Ejector

AZ571 Ducting Adapter with 16"x15' Ducting $778.95

Cat# Description HP CFM RPM Lbs. Price
AW179 Smoke Ejector 1.5 TEFC 3,200 1,736 47 $911.95

3,200 CFM

1/3 HP, 16" blade
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